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Shell. Internatioiiaal. Vestigingen in 

120 landen. Je zou zeggen: werk je er 

als academicus, dan kan 't bijiia niet 

anders of je wordt uitgezonden. Alle 

kans, ja. Maar het hoéft niet. Het 

nodig is verschilt daarbij vaii werkter- 

rein tot werkterrein. Wordt Exploratie 

en Produktie je divisie, dan kiln je niet 

om liet buiteiilaiid Iieeii (daar wordt 

immers nog altijd de meeste olie en liet 

Iiangt lielernaal af 

van de gekozen divisie. 

H oe re i sl st i g meeste gas gewonnen). 

Research claaren tegeii is IwI O& je 2 ij n 
Je start bij een wereldconcern? groot i11 eigeli 

vrijwel altijd in  het vakgebied waarop 

je studie zich richtte. Maar daarna 

verander je in principe elke 2 i 4 jaar 

van baan. Inderdaad, "jobrotation". 

Wat je wilt gaan doen en waár bepaal 

je voor een belangrijk gedeelte zelf. De 

aie waari 11 i iiteïír %ti (ii; at e iiiijbi 1 kit 

land. IIoe daii ook, zowel nationaal als 

i ii ter n at ion aal bied. t S li el 1 onbegrensde 

mogel i j  kliecle ti. 

Voor meer informatie: Shell Iiiternatio- 

naie Petroleiiiii Maatsciiappij R.V. (af- 

deling HREII), Postbus 162, 2501 AN 

Een iiacig. 

Bij Shell kun je laten zien wie je bent. 
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1. On behalf of the Fundamental Mechanics Department 

After having made the studytour to Denmark and Sweden and being back home for a 

couple of days in the Netherlands, it is time to write something down about the trip. 

Having ~ worked again for a few days in the Netherlands in a normal working rhythm, acts 

as a filter on the many obtained experiences. 

Before the studytour, in the foreword of the programbooklet, I stated that Sweden would 

be an interesting country to visit for technical students. The companies that were so kind 

to receive us have fully confirmed this image. The desire to become a member of the EC 

was heard many times during our company visits, but was also heard at least as many 

times outside (not at the least because of the price of liquor). The high level of technical 

products that we’ve seen - from windmills via intelligent defensesystems and ammunition 

uptill for example active suspension systems on cars and trains - are Sweden’s guarantee 

that the Joining with the EC slnsinldn’t be a technical problem. A point, that I think codcl 

be a problem is the level of organisation up and around the production floor and the 

labour conditions for the employees. For example canteens, that seem to come directly 

from a showroom and thorough safety measures, that in contrast to the conditions we’re 

used to here in the Netherlands, let alone in any other european country known to me. 

These provisions and organisation will form extra costs, that eventually will have to be 

paid by the consumer. This can make a competitive position for Sweden very difficult. 

The obtained impressions during this trip haven’t only been on the field of technology. 

On the social field there were of course the inevitable frictions that occur when one 

travels with a group of 18 and one is together day and night. In spite of these frictions 

there were luckily a lot more pleasant experiences, that together have made, that this trip 

was also a success on this field. 

In short the studytour, in my opinion has been a great success and a happening organised 

by the Dispuut ’In z9n Element’ to reflect on with pleasure. On behalf of the entire group, 

I hereby once again would like to thank the organisation for their effort. Hopefully next 

year all the necassary elements: organisation, companies and especially enough sponsoring 
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will be there to offer an other group of students such an experience. 

Bert Verbeek 

Staffmember of the Fundamental Mechanics Department and participant of the 

studytour '91. 
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2. From the organisation 

After 11 months of preperations, the study tour finally started on September 29th 1991. 

Having traveled for 12 days through Denmark and Sweden, we have returned to Holland 

enriched by lots of impressions. 

Denmark’s landscape is comparible to Holland’s, being flat with many agricultural 

activities. There is one big difference: the density of population is much lower. 

Sweden on the other hand is rather hilly with enormous forests and lakes. Sweden’s 

density of population is less than Denmark’s. People living in both countries are very 

neat, the cities are kept very clean and their standard of living is high. This is expressed 

especially in Stockholm in their very fashionable way of dressing. 

The companies we visited had very interesting excursions closely related to our 

Department of Fundamental Engineering. 

A striking tendency within the organisation of the Swedish companies is leveling out of 

the working position, to increase individual responsibility. The atmosphere at work is 

tried to be made as convenient as possible, clean shop floors and comfortable lunch 

rooms. The technological development and progress at the companies is at a high level. 

We expect the companies to have no serious problems acquiring a good market position 

after Europe’s unification. 

We had a very interesting and pleasant tour. Therefor we want to thank our sponsors, the 

companies that organised excursions, the Department of Fundamental Mechanics, Bert 

Verbeek and the other participants. In short, everybody who helped making this tour 

succesful. 

The organisation, 

Henk Bruls 

ItIaurice Ciaessens 

David Heijman 

Jeroen Schoonen 
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3. Program studytour 

Sun Sept. 29th Eindhoven-Kopenhag en 
8.00 Departure 

Mon Sept. 30th Visit to Ris0, a windmill test station, in Roskilde 
9.00 Introduction 

10.30 Tour around test station 
12.00 Lunch 

9.30 L̂ .̂o?irC?: windmill dynamics 

Tue Oct. 1st Kopenhagen-Örebro 

Wed Oct. 2nd Visit Swedish Ordnance AB, a defence system manufacturer, in 
Karlskoga 
9.00 Introduction 
9.30 Product range information 
10.00 Coffee 
10.15 
11.00 
11.45 Lunch 
12.45 Visit to the workshops 
14.00 
15.45 

Presentation of one of their products 
Hydrodynamics and other calculation methods 

Visit to laboratory for explosive technology 
Visit to Alfred Nobel museum in Björkborn 

Thu Oct. 3rd Visit to Asea Brown Boveri AB, manufacturer of various 
electro-technical products, in Västeris 
9.00 Introduction 
10.00 Tour Creative world 
10.20 
10.45 Visit to robotics workshop 
11.30 Lunch 
12.15 Visit to transportation workshop 
14.30 Lectures: Control engineering 

Vehicle dynamics 
16.00 Presentation of the city of Västeris 
17.00 Slide show 

Exhibition of the history of ABB 

Fri Oct. 4th Visit to Royal Institute of Technology (KTH) in Stockholm 
9.00 Introduction 
10.00 
11.00 
12.00 
14.00 Lunch 
15.00 
18.00 Dinner 

Pïesea'utiûn of âil active! JUspensiûn system 
Visit to a student's computer project 
Visit to the 'Wasa' museum 

Tour around the city of Stockholm 

Sat Oct. 5th Nothing programmed 
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Sun Oct. 6th 

Mon Oct. 7th 

Tue Oct. 8th 

Wed Oct. 9th 

Thu Oct 10th 

Stockholm-Linköping 

Visit to Saab-Scania AB Aircraft Division, manufacturer of 
civil and military aircrafts, in Linköping 
9.00 Breakfast 
9.10 Introduction of Saab Aircraft 
9.40 
10.20 Visit to composite workshop 
11.00 
11.30 Lunch 
12.30 
13.15 
15.00 Departure to Göteborg 

Lecture: polymer composites in aerostructures 

Lecture: dynamic analysis at Saab 

Visit to the fatigue testrig of a Saab 340B 
Tour of commercial aircraft workshop 

Visit to SKF AB, a manufacturer of bearings, in Göteborg 
9.00 

10.15 
11.00 
12.00 Lunch 
13.80 Lecture: Quality ~0ntr01 
14.00 Lecture: Beacon 

Presentation of SKF, video "tribology", slide show 
and exhibition 
Factory visit: spherical roller bearings 
Lecture: Developing spherical roller bearings 

14.30 
15.00 

16.30 

Visit to Volvo Truck Corporation, manufacturer of various types 
of trucks, in Göteborg 
13.00 Arrival 
13.10 Tour around test facilities: 

-Stress and fatigue laboratory 
-Engine laboratory 
-Acoustic laboratory 
Coffee 
A presentation of work related to vehicle dynamics 
-Overview 
-Theory and mathematical models 
-Case studies 
-Discussion 
Departure to Frederikshaven 

Frederikshaven-Eindhoven 



'I' li 1 T .  
Sumatra-dekblad is te kost- 

haar om het aroma en de geur 

zomaar te laten vervliegen. 

Daarom is het dekblad van de 

Elegant tuitsumatra en tuit- 

cigarillo aan het vuureinde 

ineengedraaid tot - inderdaad - 

een tuit. Daar bevindt zich 

dus iets meer dekblad en zo 

geniet u ai bij de eerste trek van 

rijke Sumatra- tabak. 

ELEGANT. DE AUTHENTIEKE 

TUITSIGAREN VAN AGIO. 

I 
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4. Reports of the excursions to various companies 

4.1. Visit to the test station for windmius in Roskilde 

Monday September 30th 

The test station is established in 1978, and is part of the Ris0 national laboratory. There 

are 24 persons working at the station and its yearly turnover is 14 million DKR. The test 

station is located on the shore in Roskilde because of its excellent wind conditions. The 

Fig. 1: Wind turbine 180 kW 

average windspeed is 5.3 m/s at a 

height of 20 meters. 

It is financed by the Danish 

Department of Energy and its aim is to 

support windmill energy in Denmark. 

If one buys a licenced windmill in 

Dearnark, one has the possibility to 

receive financial subsidy from the 

government. With this subsidy it can 

be interesting for small communities or 

a group of families to buy a windmill. 

The price of wind energy is decreasing 

and will probably become less then the 

energy price gained by using coal or 

oil. The windmills are directly attached 

to the electrical network. If a 

windmill’s energy production is too 

much, it can be sold to the energy 

company. On the other hand if the 

energy prod~~ction is not. sufficient, the cistorner caî use eaeïgy of the public netwïk. 

The types that are tested in Roskilde vary in capacity from 100 kW to 500 kW. 

The test station’s main activities are: 

-licensing 
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-testing 

-research and development 

From knowledge gained by experiments, the design requirements for licencing a windmill 

are continuously updated. 

The station tests only existing industrial windmills under well-known conditions and are 

tested on energy production, yûwercontr~~, safet-j dyfiz~ces md iiûise leve!. 

The R&D department is mainly concerned with the windmill blade shape and dynamics. 

The co-operation between this department and windmill manufactures is very close. 

The most common windmill in Denmark and tested in the station is a three bladed one 

with fixed blades. The fixed position of the blades depends on the windconditions of the 

place the windmill is going to be used. Because of its asynchronous generator the blades 

have to rotate with a constant angular velocity. 

Another system tested in Roskilde is a combined diesel engine windmill system. This 

system consists of a windmill, a diesel generator and batteries, which works totally 

independent from the electrical net. It cm be used within remote places, hospitals in 

developing countries and by other communities not connected to an electrical network. 

The principle is simple: if the generated wind energy is not sufficient for the users the 

diesel generator will start and supply additional energy. The batteries are used as a buffer 

supplying energy during small windless periods. Research has been done on these systems 

since 1982. A systems like this can supply energy up to 100 kW. 

At Roskilde test station research is also done on water pumps used in developing 

countries. 
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4.2. Visit to Swedish Ordnance in Karlskoga 

Wednesday October 1st 

Swedish Ordnance was formed on January 1st 1991 by the merger of the two major 

defence systems manufacturers in Sweden, FFV Ordnance AB in Eskilstuna and AB 

Bofors in Karlskögä. Böförs was îûündd in iW6. In 1884 i h e c  WCIS the fiïst d c h e q  ûf 

guns in Sweden. In 1894 Alfred Nobel acquired Bofors and started using dynamite and 

gun powder to make ammunition for guns. In 1936 the first gun ever that was capable of 

continuous automatic firing was introduced, the Bofors 40 mm L/60 gun. In 1984 Bofors 

became a part of Nobel Industries AB with in total 22,000 employees. 

The Bofors Group consists of five companies, namely Bofors, Bofors Aerotronics, Bofors 

Electronics, LIAB and SATech Electronics. Together with the people of FFV Ordnance 

AB, there are working 6,600 employees at Swedish Ordnance nowadays. 4,100 of them 

work in Karlskoga. 

The operations of the new company will be focused ~n serving as rn advanced supplier to 

the Swedish defence forces and being active on the international markets. The new 

coorperate constellation will guarantee continuity of production and delivery. 

Swedish Ordnance develops and manufactures the following defence systems: anti-armour 

systems, mine systems, mortar systems, artillery systems, air-defence systems, small 

arms, naval weapon systems, underwater weapon systems, missiles, torpedoes and combat 

vehicle systems. 

New developments are the TRINITY Gun System, the STRIX, the BONUS and the RBS- 

3 Bamse. 

The TRINITY is a 40 mm autonomous gun system which combines the effects of gun, 

ammunition and fire control. The latest development used within the TRINITY is the 

Stealth technology to minimize Radar Cross Section, IR and Magnetic Field Signature. 

The STMX is a mortar launcned terminaiiy guiáeú anti-armour projectile with a 120 mm 
calibre. E I.29 2 rmge ef dmut 8 kt md attacks t:n-e Tmga from above. rhis makes 

STRIX a lethal weapon against battle tanks. 

The BONUS is an anti-tank long-range shell which can effectively be used to destroy a 

tank when it’s out of range of direct firing anti-tank systems. It consists of a 155 mm 

cargo shell, containing two sensor-equipped submunitions, the canisters. The wings that 

are attached to these canisters are used to bring down the spin velocity after the expulsion 

rn 
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from the cargo shell. After a few seconds the part which contains the ammunition is 

released from the canister and starts to search for tanks or carriers by circling around 

under an angle of 30 degrees. This part of the BONUS uses wings instead of parachute to 

be less sensitive to wind disturbances. When the target is found, the explosives are ignited 

and cause the deforming of a copper plate into an lethal projectile which penetrates the 

target at a veiocity of 2ûûû mis. ine effectiveness of this weapon is about ~ u - x m .  ine  

RBS-3 Bamse is an air defence system which is still in development: 

-. n n ~ n r n  mi 

1989 Feasability Study 

1991 Product Definition Study 

1992-97 Product development 

1998 Series preparation 

1999 Series production 

Today they’ve come to the second stage in its development which only consists of 

calculations and simulations. 

The RBS-3 consists of two important parts. The first QX is the Early Warning System, 

which contains an integrated power supply unit, a 3-dimensional search radar with a 

range of 60 km , a memory for 20 targets and a short reaction time because of the 

relatively small range. The radar is highly resistent to jamming. As soon as a target is 

found, the Early Warning System sends its information to the second part of the RBS-3, 

the missile-launcher. It contains four missiles, a fast tracking radar, fastened on a 10 m 

mast, and two tv cameras for the crew. It’s also equiped with an IFF unit to detect wether 

the approaching target is hostile or not. The missiles can reach a speed of 850 m/s in less 

than one second and don’t necessarily have to hit the target, because when they miss they 

explode, when they pass the target within a range of 5 meters. The complete system can 

be transported in a Hercules airplane. The main differences between the patriot and this 

system are the range (the patriot has a range of 120 km) and the guidance system. The 

Patriot is an active system, which means that every missiie has its own radar, whereas the 

RBS-3 is ii semi-active system, Eke the H z ~ k .  The: is odjj ene r2du th2t is rise0 fcx éG 

missiles. The big advantage of the semi-active system is that the expensive parts are kept 

on the ground. 

This is only a small selection of Swedish Ordnances advanced weapon systems. 

To develop new types of ammunition and armour plates for battle tanks, Swedish 

Ordnances engineers are using a finite element method to simulate the impact of a 
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projectile on an armoured plate. Simulations show that the use of double steel plates, with 

pressure-sensitive explosives in between, gives more protection against projectiles than a 

single plate of comparable thickness. Other simulations show that a bullet which is 

divided into several parts, penetrates deeper into a steel plate than a whole bullet, 

provided that the separate parts hit the plate at exactly the same spot. 

Swedish Ordnance has its own test area which makes it easy to test newly developed 

weapon systems. This test area is also used by French weapon industries. The laboratories 

within the plant are doing research work in five different areas. These areas are 

combustion physics (how and with what pressure does the ammunition explode?), shelf 

life (how long can the explosives be stored without loss of quality?), pyrotechnics, filling 

of explosives (without leaving holes within the explosives) and sensitivity of explosives 

(are the explosives insensitive for shocks or temperature changes during transport and 

loading?). 

Besides the many production facilities, there’s also a small museum which once was the 

siimmer house of Alfred Nobd. It contains a smid1 !aboratorhm which he used for 
developing new explosives. 

The military role of Sweden has become uncertain since the relaxation policy between 

East and West. This was the reason for the Swedish government to lower the defence 

budget. That’s why FFV and Bofors decided to merge in 1991 to bring down 

development and production costs. 

The visit to Swedish Ordnance was very interesting and is surely a must for those people 

who want to see Swedish high-tech industries. 

Christian Biemans 

William Denissen 



ENERGIEONDERZOEK CENTRUM NEDERLAND 
Service Unit Engineering 
Westerduinweg 3, Postbus 1 
1 7 5 5  ZG Petten 
Telefoon : (02246) 46 64/46 61 
Telefax : (02246) 34 87 
Contact : Ir. L.G.J. Janssen energy innovation 

Engineering is één van de service-units van het 
Energieonderzoek Centrum Nederland (ECN). 
Engineering realiseert high-tech componenten, 
installaties en experimentele opstellingen voor 
ECN en voor externe opdrachtgevers. Daar- 
naast verzorgt de unit de bouw, het onderhoud 
en de  wijzigingen van de infrastructurele voorzie- 
ningen op het 30 hectare grote ECN-terrein. 

Engineering beschikt over een Ontwerpgroep, 
een groep Mechanische Werkplaatsen en een 
groep Technische Dienst. De Ontwerpgroep is 
onderverdeeld in de werkeenheden Proces Engi- 

cificatie tot en met afname- 

waardige deelopdrachten uit. 

De service-unit Engineering is gewend precisie- 
werk te verrichten voor nucleaire insiaUaties. 
Daardoor staat de kwaliteit van de geleverde 
diensten en produkten op een bijzonder hoog ni- 
veau. Zonodig schakelt Engineering voor uw op- 
drachten de ECN-units Materialen en Informati- 
ca in. Deze units leveren specialistische kennis 
op het gebied van materialen en informatica en 
beschikken over veel onderzoek- en computerfaci- 
liteiten. 

Meettechnieken en Tekenkamer 
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4.3. Visit to Asea Brown Boveri AB in VästeraS 

Thursday October 3rd 

Asea Brown Boveri AB is originated after a merger between Asea AB Sweden and BBC 

Brown Boveri Ltd Switzerland. The ABB group produces electronical equipment on a 

giobai scaie (they own companies in over i40 countries aU over the worldj. The company 

is a federaton of national companies. The company's structure divides the company into 

eight business segments, which contain 50 business area's. 

The headoffice of the Swedish part of the ABB group is located in VasterAs. As one of 

Swedish biggest enterprises, the Swedish branch contains about 40.000-50.000 employees. 

As mentioned is the ABB group divided into eight business segments; power polants, 

power trasmission, power distribution, industry, transportation, environmental control, 

financial services and various activities. The power plants business segment concentrates 

of four areas: ABB Atom for the nuclear power plants, ABB generation for hydro and 

thermal power stations, ABB STd for gaslzrbines, stamtubines and thermd power 

stations, and ABB Carbon for new coal fired power stations (environmentally sound and 

exonomically competitive). Power transmission and distribution comprises of systems, 

installations and services for the economic and efficient low- and high voltage distribution 

of electricity. The industry business segment includes electrical and control equipment for 

industry. The transportation segment supplies railway equipment. This involves the 

designing and manufacturing of locomotives, multiple-units trains and railway 

electrification equipment. The environmental control segment includes fuel gas cleaning, 

industrial drying equipment, indoor climate and energy recovery and refrigeration and 

cooling equipment. The financial services business acts as an internal bank, managing the 

liquidity and foreign exchange transactions and providing consultancy services. The 

various activities business segment supplies, e.g., AC motors, integrated circuits and 

robotics. 

The eXCWSiC!E Was by §hoe iEtXIdUCtkX Of the ABB COEl?ar,Y. The COElPéiEy 

structure was shown and the range of products produced by ABB. The introduction was 

followed by two exhibitons, the ABB Historica Exhibition and the exhibition "Creative 

World". At the Historica Exhibiton a short view was shown of the history of technology 

in the areas concerning ABB. The exhibition "Creative world" is a S.F. exhibition about 

ABB's view on the influence of technology on the world and its environment. 
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After the exhibitions we were taken to the ABB’s Robot Test and assembly workshop. In 

this factory ABB assembles its 

robots. ABB doesn’t produce the 

subparts itself’but they put demands 

to the suppliers exactly how these 

parts shouiá be proáucd. ine 

different parts used are conventional 

parts to make the products customer 

friendly and cheaper. This way of 

working enables ABB to have a 

flexible production and a wide range 

of products. ABB develops its 

products together with its clients, to 

satisfy the customer’s demands as 

good as possible. ARB dso takes 

care of the robot’s programming. 

m. 

Fig. 2: Robot type IRB6aK) 

These Robots can be programmed in two ways. ABB uses the method of simulating the 

movement with a connected Joy-stick and then acknowledge the right movement. The 

other method is to Program 3D coordinates on a P.C.. The ABB way of programming 

can be extended with 3D programs on floppy-discs. 

After lunch we visited the assembly workshops of ABB transportation AB. In the 

assembly workshops inverters of the locomotives were assembled. A large part of the 

workshop was used to test the different parts of the inverters. The assembly goals were: a 

smallest possible storage to save space and a shorter assembly-time. To decrease the 

assembly-time a special system was developed to store the parts of the inverters. Because 

of this new system the production time of a locomotive decreased from 30 to 9 days. The 

inverters were put in the locomotive in another part of de factory, where ais0 the bogies 

were assembled. At ABB h4gh sped trUns a d  &2ms are prediivd. A great advmtage of 

the ABB high speed train is that it doesn’t need a special track, but it can run on the 

normal tracks, which reduces the investments that have to be done. 

After the visit to the workshops of the ABB transportation AB, we were divided into two 

groups, for information and discussion about two technical engineering subjects. One 

group had a lecture on the area of control engineering, the other group were told 
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Fig. 3: X2-high speed train (max. 250 kmh) 

something about the ABB approach on vehicle dynamics. During the control lecture two 

control engineers, told something about the control system of the locomotives and the 

courses they had when they entered the company. The lecture about vehicle dynamics was 

given by an engineer in dynamics. He showed the modelling of the trains, their bogies 

and the behaviour between the wheels and the rails. Further he discussed in what ways 

the problems of the track irregularities and the curve behaviour were solved. 

This in our area of mechanical engineering interesting and well prepared excursion ended 

with a view from the Skybar over Västeris. 

Maurice van Dongen 

Johan van Gerven 



een bedrijf waar Technologie en Kwaliteit met een Hoofdletter 
wordt geschreven . 
Een bedrijf, waar vele vakdisciplines tot hun recht komen bij het 
ontwerp en de fabricage van: 
* Milieuvriendelijke stoominstallaties voor 

elektriciteitscentrales en industriële zelfopwekkers. 
* Pijpleidingen, condensatie- en voorwarmsystemen 

voor turbines en ketelinstallaties. 

* Besturingssystemen en instrumentatie voor stoom- 
n - n+rrrA m em.. .A L I , :  - A 
Cl I J L I  VVI I IVfJWGRRII 'y. 

3 

~~ 

Stork Ketels B.V., Industrieplein 3, Postbus 20, 7550 GB Hengelo (o). 
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4.4. Visit to K.T.H. in Stockholm 

Friday October 4th 

At the department of mechanical engineering we were welcomed by the student counsellor 

who told us some things concerning the history and organisation of the K.T.H. 

i n e  JS. i .H. pungiiga iemism IIW~~KUMIJ was iuunueu in IOLJ m Stûzkhûlm. The first 

of its present buildings of Valhallavägen were inaugurated in 1917. Today it covers 

approximately 3 square kilometres. K.T.H. offers 11 study programmes of 4% years. It 

has 7000 students in Master of Science programs, lo00 postgraduate students and 2500 
employees. Higher education in Sweden is divided into undergraduate studies and 

postgraduate studies & research. Undergraduate education is divided into two categories, 

first degree programmes (approximately 67%) and single subject courses (the other 33%). 

The duration and extend of the programs and courses are expressed in a system of 

credits. To complete the first degree program 180 credits are required. Every academic 

year is divided into ~ W S  semesters. Every semester is subdivided into four-week periods: 

three weeks of tuitions and one week of self study and concluded with exams. 

Each semester the student can earn 20 credits. The final 12 credits have to be earned by 

thesis work. 

Every year 250 freshmen are admitted to mechanical engineering. The first two years in 

mechanical engineering mainly contain basic courses in mathematics (27.5 %), mechanics 

(20%), strength of materials (12.5%), physics (lo%), numerical methods (9%), machine 

elements (10%) and thermodynamics (7%). At the end of the second year the student 

normally chooses one out of seventeen main fields of specialization. Specialisation in a 

subject given at another department is also possible, but not often done. 

During the third year the program is dominated by courses of applied studies in 

mechanical engineering. Most fields are the same as at the Mechanical department of 

T.U.E. However there are two that are somewhat di€€ererit: Kjclciear Reactor Technology 

md -Wood '!.echnohgy. 1i.e d e p m r i l ~ ~  of yehide engineering at K,T.H. is closely 

related to the department of mechanical engineering at T.U.E., mainly in the fields of 

applied mechanics, systems engineering and vehicle engineering. 

At the university we went to a laboratory where a degree project was done. The project 

concerned the adaption of the suspension of a Saab, departed from a doctoral thesis 

'Dynamic levelling for ground vehicles' by Magnus Lizell. Five groups of students had to 

rnl T7 rn TT IT7 ._l.-- rn -,_- :-I-- TTE --I-- *--\ J?--- 1 1 * joq4z - 

I -. 
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fields of applied mechanics, systems engineering and vehicle engineering. 

At the university we went to a laboratory where a degree project was done. The 

project concerned the adaption of the suspension of a Saab, departed from a doctoral 

thesis ’Dynamic levelling for ground vehicles’ by Magnus Lizell. Five groups of 
students had to build part of the low power active suspension system. One group had 

to take care of the types OF señsûrs and posiiioning ûf the seiisûïs, motheï gïûiip had 

to design and build the hydraulic system, a third group designed the hard- and 

software control and the last two groups redesigned the suspension of the front and 

rear wheels. The stabilizer rod was taken out to improve curve behaviour of the 

vehicle with active suspension. 

The simplified control system consists of two loops: an inner loop that takes care of 

the dynamic levelling and an outer loop that controls the load levelling. At the time 

we visited the vehicle had already been tested: it was driven at high speed over a 

traffic barrier put up at the university ternain without bumping or losing the exhaust. 

DISTURBANCES 

ACTUATORS 

Fig. 4: Control system, consisting of two loops 

Unfo_rt;iJnately we couldn’t test the vehicle ourselves so we have to take these 

statements for granted. 

We also visited a group of students that took a course in Micro Computer Systems. 

They had to work out one out of four problems concerning measurement (and 

adaption) by means of a 68000-based micro-processor. In this course they learned to 

implement the use of a processor in theory and practice instead of just dry theory. 
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The day was completed with a party organised by a group of active mechanical 

engineering students where we had dinner and did some other things students all over the 

world seem to do. 

Peter Kniijt 

Ruud Heikoop 
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4.5. Visit to Saab-Scania Aircraft Division in Linköping 

Monday October 7th 

Before we evaluate the visit to Saab-Scania it would be informative to review some 

milestones in the longstanding history of Saab-Scania which goes back as early as the 

previous century. 

Saab-Scania was formed in 1969 through the merger of two separate Swedish companies: 

Saab and Scania-Vabis. 

Vabis began its operations in 1891 in Södertalje and introduced Sweden's first production 

car in 1897. The first truck was introduced in 1902 and subsequently the first bus in 

1911. Scania was founded in Malmö in 1900. In 1911 Scania and Vabis merged and 

formed Scania-Vabis. 

Saab (which is an abbreviation for Svenska Aeroplan Aktiebolaget) was formed in 

Trollhattan in 1937 to manufacture aircraft under foreign license for the Swedish Air 

Force. Its f i r s t  aircra€t was test-flown in 194Q. Saab presented its first car in 1947 md its 

first passenger aircraft in 1949. 

The Combitech group was formed in 1983 by linking the entities of the Saab Aircraft 

Division, not directly connected with aircraft, to Saab Jonköping and AB Mikro-Verktyg. 

In 1990 Saab Automobile AB was formed. The company is owned jointly by General 

Motors Corporation and Saab-Scania AB, and produces passenger cars. 

Nowadays the Saab-Scania group produces trucks, busses, cars, commercial and militairy 

aircraft, militairy systems and some other products. 

In the aerospace technology there is a noticeable growth in the use of advanced 

composites. For example: 30 % of the structural weight of the JAS 39 Gripen (fighter 

aircraft) is made of advanced composites. It finds its application in the material used to 

form the fin, rudder, canard, radome, farings and wingspar. 

IO % of the structural weight of the Saab 34ûB (passenger aircraftj is maae of advanced 

c ~ m p i t e s .  There zre severd types GI advanced compesitp,s: cabon, ammid mad glas 

fibre. The main advantages of composite material in comparison to the conventionally 

used aluminium are: 

1. A decrease in weight which leads to a higher speed, the ability to transport more 

cargo and less fuel consumption. 

No corrosion, higher fatigue resistance without showing a lesser strength. 2. 
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Problems arising when dealing with advanced composites are moisture, temperature limit 

and damage tolerance (the composites are more brittle than metals). In the future a more 

common use of advanced 

composites is to be 

expected. 

I n  the composite  

workshop the composites 

are manufactured not 

only for Saab itself but 

also for other aircraft 

manufacturing projects in 

which Saab participates. 

For example a spoiler of 

the McDonnel Douglas 

MO88 is made here. 

Fig. 5: JAS 39 Gripen fighter aircrafi) 

In the clean room the employees have to work with gloves. It is impossible to automise 

the process so everything is handmade. Strict precautions have been taken to assure a 

perfect build of the components, it was therefore prohibited for visitors to touch anything. 

The separate stages of the assembly of the several layers is a process which is too 

difficult to describe so we shall not discuss this in detail. The final stage takes place in 

the autoclave, the components are heated up to 450 degrees Celsius and a 14 bar 

overpressure is applied for about 4-5 hours to adjoin everything together to form an 

advanced composite material. 

At Saab analyses are done to view the structural dynamics of the aircraft. The two main 

interests are stress analyses and acoustic analyses. With regard to stress, the aircraft has 

to satisfy the European and Americain aircraft regulations that are used in 

aircraftbuilding: FAR and JAR. Large probiems were involvecl in the computations with 

regard to the cumber of degrees el freedom. kor example: mdyses have Deen done te 

predict cabin noise. In this case there were 400,000 degrees of freedom, this would lead 

to astonishingly high CPU times during the solving process! The purpose was to reduce 

this large number to 700 degrees of freedom, by modal reduction, and then try to find a 

solution. The approximated solution using 700 degrees of freedom showed enough 

conformity to the experiments to justify the decrease in degrees of freedom. 

- 
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At Saab fatigue tests are done on the Saab 340B commercial aircraft. The purpose is to 

recognise faults here at the testing prototype and then to try to prevent this happening for 

the aircraft currently in use by the various airlines. A test program simulates flights. Till 

now, during the past years 150 O00 flightsimulations have been made. An aircraft 

normally makes about 20000 flights during its lifetime. The tests are done with certain 

variabie ioad conditions. Tie testconditions are randomly disúitouted by a computer 

simulating the real-lifetime load conditions of an aircraft. 

Fig. 6: lñe assembly of the SAAB 340B 

In the commercial aircraft workshop in Linköping the Saab 340 and Saab 2000 are more 

or less fully assembled. The emphasis is on more or less because due to the lack of space, 

some parts are sent to other cities for assembly and then returned for the final assembly. 

The individual parts are joined together primarily by using a technique called bonding 

(with a phosphoric adhesive) instead of riveting. The individual components and the joints 

with other components are then checked with ultrasonic scanners for any faults in the 
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material itself or joints with the other components. One complete aircraft is fully 

assembled every four days. The commercial aircraft program is focused on the market for 

regional aircraft. The Saab 340B is a 35 seat commuter airliner with a cruising speed of 

527 km/h. The Saab 2000 is an international joint venture, with the Swedish Government 

and General Motors Allison Gas Turbine Division as partners. Major subcontractors 

inciucie Spanish ZÂSÂ, Finnish "aimet and British 'Westland. Inë 3aaO 2ûûû kas the 

capacity to transport 50-60 passengers at a cruising speed of 670 km/h. 

In case anyone is interested in acquiring a Saab commercial aircraft, the prices are US $ 

9 O00 O00 and US $ 13 000 000 for a Saab 340 and Saab 2000 respectively. As an 
additonal bonus you receive a Saab 9000 Turbo CD 16V for free if you buy ten items! 

Cas van de Paal 
Christian Rademaker 
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4.6. Visit to SKF in Göteborg 
Tuesday October 8th 

The story of SKF starts in 1905 when Sven Wingquist, an engineer in a textile plant in 
Göteborg was dissatisfied with the bearings he imported, which were used in the factory 

he worked in, 

Therefore he wanted to develop his own bearings and in this he succeeded in 1907 when 

he could make his own single-row deep groove ballbearing. 

The company he was currently working for, set up a separate company just to produce 

these ballbearings: Svenska Kullagerfabriken, or SKF for short. 

The ballbearing was a great success, but Sven wanted more. Because of his experience in 

the textile plant, he knew about the long shafts in the textile plant bending under their 

load and therefore the miss-alignment of the bearings. So he developed the double-row 

self-aligning ballbearing. 

With this new bearing the foundation was laid to conquer the world. 

SKF has plants in several countries, e.g. the Netherlands (research center), Germany, 

Italy, Spain and employs over 50,000 people. 

SKF is built on three pillars: 

- bearings (70% of the sales) 

- components 

- tools 

In Europe SKF provides for 50% of all bearings. 

The research of the bearings depends mainly on the science of tribology: the science that 

tries to reduce the friction between two materials, which are sliding next to one another. 

The lifetime of a bearing strongly depends on the pureness of the bearing material : 

enclosures in the material lead to pitting. 

Ap@. from the rnzterid, the sepzmtion of roller QI- ball arid outedinner ring is also 

vrucid. 

Such a separation can be achieved by creating a lubricant film between the adjacent 

bodies. 

In the contact area, the contact pressure in the material can reach values up to 5000 bars 

and consequently the lubricant solidifies in the contact area. 

SKF tries to be competitive by increasing the quality of the standard products. In order 
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to achieve this, special tools are developed which have a titanium coating, to reduce the 

wear of the production tools and thus keeping the product dimensions within the allowed 

product tolerances. 

In  order to keep the stocks during the assembly as low as possible, the just in time 

production principle is applied at the production line of ballbearings. 
Ai each shge of tne p r u ~ u c ~ o n  of b&&Iigs, i-w-o ymple *-e -WQrEng iï, a tWT1. 

When each subproduct has reached a certain production stage its tolerances are checked. 

Due to the long shafts used in papermills, bending miss-alignments occur and therefor 

Spherical rollerbearings (SRB) are used. Other large customers are railway companies, 

which apply SRB in train axles. 

Fig. 7: Some of the bearings produced by SKF 

SRB is used in cases when the following occur: 

- miss-alignment 

- high temperatures 

- vibrations 
L Q Z ~  capcity of the SN3 cm be increased by: 

- 
- 

increasing the length of the rollers = > increasing diameter guide ring 

increasing diameter rollers = > thinner outerhner rings 

The guide ring: 

- distributes lubricant 
- decreases forces between the rollers 
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- decreases the friction between the roller and the outerhner ring 

The quality of SKF products is prescribed by customer requirements. The wishes of the 

customers are taken into account in designing the bearings. The high quality product may 

then be expensive but appears to be more profitable in the long run. 

Finally SKF uses software packages to design new bearings and predict the qualities of 

new bearings. S-KF uses the appiication program Beacon, wnicn is cieveíopeú at the Dutch 

research center, for SKF use only. 

Important features of the software are: 

- new life theory 

- elastic housing 
- 
- 
- 
- 

correct handling of spigot bearings 

more accurate modelling of the flange contact 

easy to describe axial pre-loads 

possibility to apply a load on any component. 

Bob Reuser 

Peter Schaap 
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4.7. Visit to Volvo Truck Division in Göteborg 

Wednesday October 9th 

At our arrival, we were welcomed by two engineers who both work for the department of 

Vehicle Development; one as a Senior Vehicle Dynamics Engineer and the other as a 

Vehicle Dynamics Analyst. 

After the welcome-speech the first place we visited was the laboratory for fatigue and 

stress. Here they develop special test rigs that are used to get an insight into the 

behaviour of the various components carrying a certain load (static or dynamic). The 

loadcases that are used are comparable to the loadcases a component has to endure in its 

normal life as a part of a truck. 

First we saw the testing of a parabolic leave spring. It had to carry a cyclic load that 

varied between 2 and 6 tons. A good spring must endure such a loadcycle for about 

200,000 times without breaking or getting an intolerable deflection. In order to get a 

statistic result, about 8 springs have te be testd. 

The following test-rig was designed for testing a crankshaft. It was loaded with a high 

frequency loadcycle which it should endure for 10,ooO times. 

The next test concerned a complete bogey. Due to the fact that this test-bogey is out of its 

frame it is not enough to just simulate the forces working on it in real life. There also has 

to be a compensation for the missing interactive forces to get a realistic loadcase. Another 

problem that arose was the heating of the suspension due to deflections without cooling by 

airflow, so a coolingsystem was developed. The preparation of this bogey-test costs 

approximately 1 month. After that the actual testing takes place for 2 months 24 hours per 

day. During this they try to simulate the proving ground. One thing that can’t be 

simulated is the difference between various drivers. 

Next we saw the testing of the chassis near the wheels. This piece of the chassis is 

bonued by iaterai forces on the wheeis. 

L e s s  obvious components fiat need te De tested were the pddis. The actuators that 

operated these pedals were simulating the actual movements caused by the driver during a 

ride. The pedals were periodically examined to see whether they had significant cracks or 

not. 

The last rig we went to, tested the valves that are utilized for adjusting the angle between 

the cabin and the frame to compensate pitch. After some testing they were examined to 
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see if they were leaking, broken or corroded. 

The next laboratory we visited was the engine laboratory. Here they showed us the rig to 

measure the total performance of an engine. It consisted of an engine with a break to load 

it and measurementsystems for measuring emission, fuel consumption, power output, 

warmth production, air massflow, air utilisation, torque and efficiency. 

After fnis we went to a special emission test cell where engines fûr the Ameïicaî~ mxket 

were tested. According to American environmental laws an engine has to be tested under 

conditions comparable to a ride over various kinds of roads. The emission was analyzed 

in order to get the concentrations of hydrocarbons, carbonoxides, nitrooxides and 

particles. These particles were further analyzed with gaschromatography . 
This test cell proved that the development of a so called "cityfilter" was a great success, 

i.e. it effectively reduced the particle emission. Still the main goal is to reduce the 

emission production, for filters introduce new problems that has to be solved (saturation 

for example). 

The last laboratory we visited was the noise áabsratory. There the noise level of an 

engine was measured by 10 microphones surrounding it and its vibrations were measured 

by accelerationsensors and a laser-doppler apparatus. This is necessary because you do 

not only want to know whether there is noise, you also want to know where it is coming 

from. For instance, Volvo found out that especially the front of the engine is noisy, so a 

noisepanel was developed to damp this noise. It consists of 2 sheets of metal with a thin 

plastic sheet in between. This plastic sheet is the actual damping element in the panel. 

The last point on the program was a lecture about vehicle dynamics. This field of 

dynamics deals with the vehicle-behaviour when influenced by road irregularities, 

steering-manoeuvres, traction- or brake- and aerodynamic forces. 

This kind of dynamics is a real topic these days because of the increasing demands on 

safety, vibration environment and reduction of the chassis weight. In respect of safety it is 

Important to know how controllable aná stabiie a vehicíe is. This has oÍten been tested on 
the yrcving grcirnd Vclvo has. There fhey have constnlcted au  mnds of ~ Q X ~ S  to see how 

a vehicle behaves under various road conditions. It is also possible to predict its 

behaviour by means of a computer simulation model. The lateral forces (i.e. in the 

horizontal plane) that can be measured on the proving ground are put into the model and 

then the eigenvalues can be calculated. In order to have the vehicle in dynamic 

equilibrium during all drive-manoeuvres these must be negative (or if they are complex 

1. . . 
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numbers their real parts must be). 

The next issue that is very important nowadays is the vibration environment. Hereby not 

only the driver's comfort is meant, but also the environment of the payload. The latter is 

perhaps not so obvious but if you realize how many fragile goods have to be transported 

you can imagine that it pays off to reduce the acceleration levels in the cargo-space as 

well. To 

by means of suspensions at different levels in the vehicle : 

SU it is np&assa-y io d a q  'u"ie acceleïa~on Lïp-ui ai thz -wheIs. This is dale 

Fig. 8: Discrete model of a truck 

1. the tyre itself, 

2. the chassis suspension, 

3. the frame (this acts more like a spring), 

4. the engine suspension (this reduces the viurations of the engine and reduces the 

forces due to frame deformations into the engine), 

5. the cabin suspension. 

All these suspensions are connected to each other and thus are interactive, so it is not 

possible to analyze them separately. In order to optimize the vehicle's vibration 

environment it is necessary to analyze the system as a whole. Now the eigenvalues can be 

calculated and the eigenfrequencies can be found. 

These eigenfrequencies can also be found by means of a road simulator. It consists of 

actuators for the acceleration input at the tires of a mock-up vehicle. In this way it is 

possible to test vehicles under specified conditions so that a reliable comparison between 
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Fig. 9: Volvo’s road simulator 

~ 

different vehicles can be made. 

The computermodels used for numerical calculations 

have been simplified as much as possible to keep 

calculation time reasonably low. For example the 

frame, which has a continuously distributed stiffness 

and mass, has been divided into rigid mass elements 

connected to each other with springs and dampers. 

Linear static finite-element models are used to find 

the appropriate discrete representation of the frame. 

Another example is the modelling of a tyre as a 

radial spring which works well. 

All this modelling and experimental testing gives 

Volvo a better idea of the dynamic loads that a 
- 

vehicle has to endure. And so we come to the last 

demand, is, I - ~ U C ~ ~ Q I I  ~f the chassis weight, f ~ r  the dimensiom of a chassis depend 

mainly on the dynamic load. If this load can be reduced than the chassis weight can also 

be effectively reduced. 

Resuming the things we saw and heard that Wednesday it can be concluded that Volvo 

does its utmost best to develop fully optimized vehicles to meet the ever increasing 

demands and therefor has the ability to hold its marketshare for the near future. 

Frank Willemen 
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6. Addresses of the youth-hostels 

Kopenhagen Vandrerhjemmet 
Herbervejen 
DK-2700 Bronshoj 
Denmark 

Örebro Vandrarhem 
Adolfberg 
Sanatorievägen 
70228 Örebro 
Sweden 

Stockholm Vandrarhem 
Grävlingsberg 
§TF Vandruhem 
Drottingvägen 15 
132 O0 Salsjö-Boo 
Sweden 

Linköping Vandrarhem 
Cloitti Jartin 
PO Box 145 
59060 Ljungsbro 
Sweden 

Göteborg Vandrarhem 
Partille 
Landvettervägen 433 
24 Partille 
Västergötland 
Sweden 

Frederikshaven 
Vanderhjemmet Fladstrand 
Buhlsvej 6 
9900 Frederikshaven 
Denmark 

tel. 09-46- 19-24092 1 

tel. 09-46-8-7478288 

tel. 09-46-13-66656 

tel. 09-46-31-446163 

tel. 09-45-8-421475 
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7.  List of sponsors of the studytour 

Agio Sigarenfabrieken N.V. 

Bradford 

Dispuut "In z'n Element" 

DSM 
Energie Onderzoekscentrum 

GE Plastics B.V. 

Holvrieka Holding B.V. 

KIVI 

Tederland 

Metaal Compagnie Brabant B.V. 

Océ-Nederland B.V. 

RA1 

Shell Nederland B.V. 

Stork Ketels B.V. 

TNO-Industrie 

Ultra-Centrifuge Nederland N.V. 

Vakgroep WFW 
Vos & van Eijk Metallurgie B.V. 
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8. Schedule of the studytour 

Sun Sept. 29th : Trip Eindhoven-Kopenhagen (800 km) 
: Incl. ferry Puttgarden-Rnrdby (1 hour) 

: Trip Kopenhagen-Örebro (400 km) 
: Incl. ferry Helsingor-Helsinborg (20 min.) 

: Trip Örebro-Västeris (100 km) 
: Trip Västeris-Stockholm (100 km) 
: Trip Stockholm-Linköping (200 km) 
: Trip Linköping-Göteborg (250 km) 
: Ferry Göteborg-Frederikshaven (3.15 hours) 

: Trip Frederikshaven-Eindhoven (1000 km) 

Tue Oct. 1st 

Thu Oct. 3rd 

Sun Oct. 6th 

Mon Oct. 7th 

Wed Oct. 9th 

Thu Oct. 10th 


